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An earlier and shorter version of this 
talk was given at the Dark Economies 
Conference at Falmouth in Summer 
2022, with the theme of Crones. 

• Thanks to Ruth Heholt for the 
opportunity to give that talk,
upon which this one is based. 

• (By the way: there’s a new 
Dark Economies conference 
this summer, with the theme 
Sex, Sensation, and Scandal 

• https://darkeconomies.co.uk/se
x-scandal-and-sensation/) 

https://darkeconomies.co.uk/se


MODULE LEADER & SENIOR LECTURER: DR. JEFF HOWARD 
-
Dr. Jeff Howard is  a scholar of occulture 
and esotericism and a Senior Lecturer in 
Games at Falmouth University in 
Cornwall,  where he specializes  in the 
occult and games. He has presented on 
games and the occult at a variety of 
international conferences, including 
Berlin Occulture, Trans-States, and 
ESSWE9. He translates theory into 
practice as  a core team member of 
Apocalypse Studios, where he consults 
on worldbuilding and systems design. He 
is  also the creator of “Howard’s Law of 
Occult Design,” published in 100 jeff.howard@falmouth.ac.uk 
Principles of Game Design. I work at the 
intersection of the Sabbatic current of 
Andrew Chumbley and the 
Typhonian/LHP currents of Kenneth Grant 
(but am not a member of the Cultus 
Sabbati or the OTO). 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Senior Lecturer in Games at Falmouth University in Cornwall, where he specializes in occult, metal, and Gothic themes and mechanics. 

mailto:jeff.howard@falmouth.ac.uk


100 PRINCIPLES OF 

ESIGiN 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
I’ve written these books on game design and have my own law “Howard’s Law of Occult Design.” The 2nd edition of my book on Quest design was published this April.





Core Team Member: 
Apocalypse Studios, Inc. 
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Magic 
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The magic and games are deeply intertwined. This is especially true in non-digital games, such as board games and card games, which are contemporaneous with the historical origins of magic and were sometimes invested with magical symbolism and significance by ancient cultures. As multiple scholarly and popular sources, such as Joanna Thompson in “Sticks, Stones, and Knucklebones: The History of Dice,” the first dice were sheep knucklebones used for divination, known in Greek as astragals and in Latin as talus.  https://dicemaniacsclub.wordpress.com/2020/02/22/the-history-of-dice-part-1-ancient-dice/ https://entertainment.howstuffworks.com/leisure/traditional-games/history-dice.htm 
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Our modern-day twenty-sided dice or d20, itself one of the Platonic solids that is part of the mystical cosmology of Pythagoras, first appears as a mysterious Greek die inscribed with written characters and probably used in divination. 
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
As Stuart R. Kaplan explain in The Encyclopedia of Tarot, he tarot decks used in divination began as a card game known as Tarocchi and only later acquired the layers of mystical significance associated with divination when figures like Le Comte de Gebelin argued that the cards represented the mysteries or “arcana” of the Book of Thoth (1). 
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
As I argue throughout my book Game Magic, there are many game magic systems influenced by real occult systems, and much potential to deepen the connection between the two in order to bring a sense of depth to game magic. However, Game Magic (like its predecessor, Isaac Bonewit’s Authentic Thaumaturgy) puts a heavy emphasis on the hermetic and ceremonial lineage of magic, in keeping with a technological emphasis on the intricacy of digital programming implemented through code. At one point in Game Magic, I declare that “magic is programming”—a line of thinking that independent scholar Erik Davis would refer to as “techgnostic”– a manifestation, in his words, of “myth, magic, and mysticism in the Age of Information.” 



Chattur'gha 

Q 
Bankarok 
(Protect) 

Rune Chart 
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Ulyaoth 
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Tier Narokath 

(Summon) (Absorb) 

Eternal Darkness 
simalcrum@hotmail.com 

Spells List 

1 _ Enchant Item = Project + Item 

ff 2. Recovery = Absorb + Self 

Mantarok 

3. Reveal Invisible= Absorb+ Area 

4. Damage Field= Protect+ Area 

5. Dispel Magic= Dispel+ Area 

Nekleth Antorbok 6. Summon Trapper= Summon+ Creature (3) 
(Dispel) (Project) 

7. Shield= Protect+ Self 

t+- I/] ~ ~ 11 
8. Summon Zombie= Summon+ Creature (5) 

9 Magic Attack= Project+ Area 

10. Summon Horror = Summon + Creature (7) 

11 Magic Pool= Summon+ Area 

Magormor Redgemor Aretak 
(Item) (Area) (Creature) 

Santak 
(Self) 

Pargon 
(Power) 

12 _ Bind Creature = Protect + Creature 
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The approach that I advocate in Game Magic has the potential to create magic that is involuted, complex, intricate. This type of hermetic and ceremonial magic is evident in tabletop games like Invisible Sun and videogames like Eternal Darkness, as well as my own ceremonial magick simulator. For a long time, I thought that this was the highest goal toward which game designers could aspire, and I dedicated Game Magic to exploring linguistic and symbolically rich multimodal magic systems and spent the better part of ten years developing one. 
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
These forms of magic are ceremonial, highly ritualized, and sometimes referred to as “high magic” as formulated by French philosopher-mystic Eliphas Levi, who contrasted the elevated philosophical goals of high magic with the “low” results-based, practical magic of the Goetic grimoires or the folk traditions of rural France (cite). The lure of high magic is seductive, for it promises ever-greater complication and intricacy, enmeshed in elaborate tables of correspondences and the multimodal atmosphere of bells, incense, and chanting. The appeal here is depth and complexity. The risk is that down this way lies madness, and a quest for something that is thrilling and immersive but misses part of the point of magic: its spontaneity, its practicality, its relationship to everyday life. 
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
But there is another type of magic: regional, 19th and 18th century, often comprised of simple charms and also deeply dedicated to the spirit world. The Museum of Magic and Witchcraft in Boscastle (and the Gwithi an Pystri [Cabinet of Folklore and Magic] in Falmouth) are especially dedicated to this type of magic (and, more specifically, to its Cornish incarnation).  As antiquarian Steve Patterson explains in Spells from the Wise Woman’s Cottage, “The village wise woman or cunning man used magic and wisdom to solve day-to-day problems in the village. In Cornwall they were sometimes known as pellers or pellars; today we would call them witches” (70). While acknowledging the practical emphasis of these charms, Patterson also refers to “the unseen and indeed unknowable aspect of the magical work of the witch, which must forever remain shrouded in the mists of the spirit world, for this is the ineffable nature of true magic” (32). This dual focus on practical, operative charms and the metaphysical mystery of the spirit world is characteristic of folk magic and its modern reconstruction in Traditional Witchcraft and central to the ways that these traditions can manifest in the magic of games.
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This tradition contributes more broadly to an emerging body of occult literature on the magic of particular UK regions and the associated folk traditions. This thread of inquiry includes Gemma Gary’s reconstruction of Cornish traditional witchcraft, but also more recent work by Langstone on Essex traditions, and Val Thomas on Norfolk magic.
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Folk magic often consists of charms (short verbal incantations, frequently derived from the biblical Psalms), along with the use of natural components (such as tree branches and herbs) as well as crafting activities (such as sewing paper into pouches). Its purposes are deeply practical, such as curing common ailments like rheumatism or a strained muscle, as well as solving daily problems, such as curing sick livestock or helping to regain lost money. As Gemma Gary explains, “The Craft of the Cornish witch and Pellar is one of practical ‘get things done’ magic, or what has been called by others ‘operative’ or ‘results’ witchcraft” (35). In reference to the solution of “day-to-day problems in the village,” Patterson observe that “these remarkable people were known for their ability to remove curses, heal people, pets and stock and provide love potions etc.” (70). Cite Margaret Murray on this
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“to marry the earthly pragmatism of Need with 
the sidereal aspiration of the Mystic” Chumbley in 
Azoëtia 
• ”In this present recension of the Path a Transcendental Sorcery is 

expounded, a means of practice whereby the humble, yet potent, 
techniques of spell-craft - the 'hagstone, knotted cord and witch-
bottle' charms of time immemorial - are used to marry the earthly 
pragmatism of Need with the sidereal aspiration of the Mystic” (vii). 
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Chumbley poetically describes this methodology in the preface to the Sethos edition of the Azoëtia, in which he writes that ”In this present recension of the Path a Transcendental Sorcery is expounded, a means of practice whereby the humble, yet potent, techniques of spell-craft - the 'hagstone, knotted cord and witch-bottle' charms of time immemorial - are used to marry the earthly pragmatism of Need with the sidereal aspiration of the Mystic” (vii).  “Hagstone, knotted cord, and witch-bottle” each refer to classic tools of traditional folkloric witchcraft rites: the hagstone (a stone with a single hole through which the otherworld might be scryed), the knotted cord (also known as a witchladder, in which a witch ties feathers while reciting incantations), and the witchbottle (in which urine, fingernails, and rusted iron nails are placed in a bottle in order to ward off malefic magical influence or to radiate it toward a target). 
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“‘hagstone, knotted cord 
and witch-bottle’” 

“to marry the earthly 
pragmatism of Need with the 
sidereal aspiration of the 
Mystic” collapses the 
distinction between 
“operative” and “ritual” 
witchcraft as popularized by 
Margaret Murray in The 
Witch-Cult in Western Europe
(11-12) 
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
”In this present recension of the Path a Transcendental Sorcery is expounded, a means of practice whereby the humble, yet potent, techniques of spell-craft - the 'hagstone, knotted cord and witch-bottle' charms of time immemorial - are used to marry the earthly pragmatism of Need with the sidereal aspiration of the Mystic” (vii). “The earthly pragmatism of Need” refers to magic worked toward mundane, practical ends (such as acquiring a romantic partner or uncursing cattle): operative magic in the terminology established by Margaret Murray. “The sidereal aspirations of the mystic” refers to magic designed to establish contact with entities from higher orders of being and elevated states of consciousness: “ritual magic” in Murray’s term and, earlier, the “high magic” of Eliphas Lévi. Chumbley’s innovation is in connecting these two forms of magic by suggesting that seemingly simple operative magic can be harnessed as a source of energy and occult insight, fueling the mystic’s quest for spirit contact. 



Because folk magic is a 
current, tracing its 
influence allows us to 
tap into its energy 
• SANSKRIT: KALAS 
• FLOW OF WATER & ELECTRICITY 
• THIS CURRENT MANIFESTS 

THROUGH INFLUENCE IN THE 
ORIGINAL MEANING OF INFLUX 

• LHP SOURCE MATERIAL AND IDEAS 
ENERGIZE THE GAME DESIGNERS 
WHO USE THEM 

• UNDERSTANDING INFLUENCE CAN 
HELP US TO PICK UP THE CURRENT 
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
. I mean current in the sense of the Sanskrit word kalas (magical force, power): a sense advocated by occultist Kenneth Grant. Current is both an electrical and a water-based metaphor: something that energizes and something that flows, with all the associated connotations. My methodology 



Folk magic is a 
current of energy 

A kalas in the way 
alluded to by 
Kenneth Grant 
when he discusses 
the Left Hand Path 

But more in the 
manner of water 
than electricity 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Insert current slide from LHPThe watery metaphor probably more relevant than the electrical hereImage of a stream would be usefulRelationship to the terms “traditional witchcraft” and “Old Craft”Because my methodology is concerned with the influx of power, it focuses on specific examples. These examples are eddies in the current: waystations in the transmission of power. Rather than offer an abstract definition of a complex nexus of concepts and a diverse web of traditions, I will instead observe traits of folk magic and its close descendant, traditional witchcraft, as rural, popular, operative, often based in dual faith observance. 
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The archetypal practitioner of folk magic is the cunning woman, such as Tammy Blee. Other names for a cunning woman include a white witch or a pellar (so-called because they are a “repeller” or “dispeller” of evil). As Gary explains, Tammy Blee, also known as Tamisin Blight, offered her services as a consulting wise woman in the Cornish town of Helston, where she told fortunes out of her shop near the Blue Anchor pub (19-20). 
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Presentation Notes
Other cunning women in the Cornish tradition included Joan Wytte, who died after being imprisoned by the notoriously wicked magistrate Jan Tregeagle, and Ann (Granny) Boswell, who offered advice and magical assistance out of Helston (Michael Howard, Gary 23-24). 
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Cunning man (George Pickingill) 
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
… or the cunning man, such as Essex-based George Pickingill, who as folklorist Alex Langstone explains in The Liminal Shore was associated with multiple covens and believed to possess magical abilities, including the power to stop farm machinery with his eyes, as well as commanding animals with his blackthorn walking stick.  (186). According to Langstone, witchcraft scholar Bill Lidell claimed that Pickingill had founded 9 covens, resulting in the concept of Pickingill Craft as a branch of traditional witchcraft to which Michael Howard devotes a chapter of Traditional Witchcraft (109-34). Regardless of the historical veracity of these claims, Pickingill exemplifies the archetype of the cunning man, which could be said to be a male equivalent of the crone archetype. These women and men are cunning the sense of “wise,” with secondary connotations of “crafty” and perhaps also “sly.” Cunning men and women are often advanced in age (since age contributes to experience and hence wisdom). They are crones, but in a way that is non-gender specific and might exist outside of gender binaries.
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
There is a specific nexus of connections between folk magic and folk games by way of cartomancy (the use of standard playing cards as a form of divination). Folk witchcraft practitioner Roger J. Horne cites a 19th-century folk tradition of “cartomantic operations,” recorded in works such as Mother Bunch’s Golden Fortune-Teller (1857), The New Fortune Book or Conjurer’s Guide (1850), and the Spaewife or Universal Fortune-Teller (1827). While Horne primarily describes standard fortune-telling techniques using the suit and number of cards to forecast particular events, he also outlines the use of cards to perform other magical operations, such as sigils, cursing, and opening a “doorway” into the “Otherworld” (191). Horne makes clear that cartomantic folk witchcraft has the same dual register or focus characteristic of folk witchcraft in general, in the sense that the magic is simultaneously concerned with mundane, results-based operations and also the metaphorical application of these operations toward metaphysical ends. Horne makes this dual focus explicit when he writes that “the magnum opus of any traditional or folk witch is the ability to leave the body and venture into the spirit world unfettered” (190). 
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
There is a corresponding set of tabletop RPG’s that explore folk magic, often through the related fictional lens of folk horror. Old Gods is fully Kickstarted and now released. Folk horror and folk magic are both well-established (hailing respectively from the 1970’s and the premodern period), but they are experiencing a renaissance in popular culture. Moreover, extra time and effort is always required to convert fictional narratives into systemic rules and mechanics. 
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
For the purposes of this paper, I will draw upon three tabletop games as case studies representing the influence and operation of folk magic and traditional witchcraft: Warhammer Fantasy, Solemn Vale, and Old Gods of Appalachia. 
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
There are also videogames in a same or similar space, but I’m choosing to focus on tabletop games for this talk because of their direct relationship to the primeval games of tarot and Senet, as well as because there is a close relationship between the tactile immersion of a tabletop RPG and the concrete, physical material basis of folk magic, with its emphasis on charms. Tabletop games use the tactile, solid, and concrete as mechanisms toward the interactive, imaginative practice of enchantment: they are both crafted by designers and mechanisms for the simulation of craft.  



TABLE 5-1: 

LORE OF HEDGECRAFT SPEll LISTS 

Cunning Man Craftsman Hedge Walker 

Fellstave Dagger of the Art Feflstave 

Ha/itha's/01 Fellstave Haletha's /01 

Invigorate Halitha's Jay Hedge Walk 

Lovelock Lovelock Lovelock 

Nostrum Nepenthe Myrkride 

HEDGECRAIT APPRENTICE Si hts Nostrum Nostrum 

Silvernde Protection Pouch Part the Branches 

WyrdWard P11rifj 7he Ousting 
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Warhammer Fantasy is a well-established mainstream RPG franchise that has been expanded to adapt the historical archetype of the cunning man or cunning woman into the character classes of the Hedgefolk. These classes are archetypes designed to both represent fictionally and simulate mechanically the activities of a cunning man, thereby introducing a note of historical accuracy and an element of magical subtlety to a system that otherwise tends to portray magic as a means to violence. The Hedgefolk are introduced in the 2nd edition of the tabletop RPG Warhammer Fantasy, where they appear briefly in the core rulebook and in much more depth in Shades of Empire and Realms of Sorcery (56-71). One route of the Lore of Hedgecraft is “Cunning Man.”



F ART TflE B RAN:CHES 

Casting Nu1nbet: 8 
Casting Tltne: Full ac ion 
Dutadon.: 1 hour/Magic 
Range: You 
Ingredient: The ash of a hawthorn 'branch th.at hai.s been 

burnt at noon ( +]) 

Descdpdon: Yo • chant your spdl, and the !branches of die 
hedge part !before you. You ,can now see into the sp".dt 
world. What this means is largely left up m the GM, 
but, at a minimum, the foHowing are now visible: 
invisible creamres) spirits, ethereaJl creatures, and 

Casting umber: 24 
Casting Ti1ne: 3 full action 
Duration: 1 hour/Magic 
Range: You 
Ingredient~ A bone that has been buried beneath a 

hedgerow for 1 month ( +3) 
Description: Steadying your physical form, you cast your 

spell and send your spirit into the Hedge. Your spirit 
appears within 2 yards (1 square) of your body. You 
are completely invisible and silent to anyone on the 
physical plane. You are still constrained by physical 
boundaries, but are immune to all forms of non
magical damage, even though the objects will strike 
you (they will just not hun). You may not interact 
with any object in the physical plane as your sp irit 
form simply slips off it. The following entities are now 
visible to you, and can be interacted with: invisible 
creatures, spirits, ethereal creatures, and daemons. 
Your body is left behind when you cast hedge walk, 
and counts as helpless. The spell will end if you touch 
your body. 
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Chumbley’s widdershins rites and Gemma Gary’s real occult practices of Troy stones and sinistral movement have their game equivalents in the spells of the Hedgefolk in Warhammer Fantasy, especially those of the sub-specialist character type following the route of the Hedgewalker. Hedgewalkers are so named because of their relationship to hedges, which in the British and especially Cornish landscape are barriers comprised of rock and vegetation that separate plots of farmland. The term “hedge witch” refers in actual occult practice to [x look this up]. In Warhammer, the hedge is the barrier between physical and spiritual space, which can be made permeable through spells wielded by a Hedgewalker. For example, the spell “Part the Branches” is described by the phrase “You chant your spell, and the branches of the hedge part before you. You can now see into the spirit world.” Whereas “Part the Branches” only allows the Hedge Walker to see between worlds, “Hedge Walk” allows the Hedge Witch to move through the Hedge and into the world beyond. “Steadying your physical form, you cast your spell and send your spirit into the Hedge.”



H ·E·D ·G·E 
WIT·C·H 

A GUIDE TO SOLITARY 
WITCHCRAFT 
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
(The name that is cut off is rae beth). The concept of crossing the hedge (and of being a hedge witch) is probably not directly derived from folk sources. It more closely resembles the astral projection of the theosophists and the Golden Dawn. However, hedges are very important in Cornish rural life (I made a game based around a real labyrinth of hedges), and the idea of cultivating a relationship with the spirit world and shifting into the Otherworld is eminently connected to modern understandings of traditional witchcraft. 
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Which is so common that it appears on a t-shirt



I 

initial 

Advances 

Modifier) 

Current 

3 

Human Man 
Specie:. Gender 

Hedge Witch 
Career Group 

Peasants 
Cla)) 

Brass 3 
Status 

Blue 

33 ~5~'7_" __ 
Age Height 

.Eye Colour 

Skills Talents 

ws BS s I 

27 34 29 

0 0 0 

0 0 0 -
27 34 29 

6 yds 12yds 

Wall< Run 

Distinguishing l\lark 
Distinguishing Mark 

Comhat Effects 

r ✓ I ✓ Ag 

28 31 29 

23 20 0 

0 0 -10 

51 51 19 

Fortune 5 

Fate 5 

Hedge Master 
Career 

\Veight ~W~hi=·=te~---
Weight Hair Colour 

Star Sign 
Star Sign 

Magic 

Dex./i Int ✓ WP Fel ✓ 

31 35 44 31 

20 35 0 20 

0 0 0 0 
--

51 l 70 44 51 

Reliolve 3 Wounds~ 

Resilience 3 16 I 16 

Critical Wounds Corruption Experience 

0 I 5 8 I 9 Current 12 Spent 8797 Total 8809 

Current Complete Level + 

0 0 1 

0 0 2 

0 0 3 
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Human Man 
Species Gender 

Peasants Hedge Witch H edge Master 
Class Career Group Career 
Brass 3 33 IT__ \Veight White 
Status Age Height Weight Hair Colour 
Blue Distinguishing Mark Star Sign 

Distinguishing Mark Star Sign 

Talents Combat Effects Ma ic Tra f>in s Notes 

Bolt (Hedgecraft) I Dragonfly win ... v i 3 0 0 •l?i 
V iiii 

•f6 Cleanslate I Clean Spring .. . v i -1 0 0 V 

•f6 Fellstave (Target) I Whittled wood ... v I 17 0 0 vai 

•f6 Geistbane I Geistbane herb ... v I -1 0 0 vii -~ Godspakt I Godspakt offer . .. v I -1 0 0 viiii 

•f6 Mirkride I Bone buried un ... v I -1 0 0 vai 

Onerion I Onerion herbs . . . v I -1 0 0 •rt 
vai 

Part the Branches I H awthorne bra ... v I -1 0 0 •rt 
viiii 

Protective Charm I Small pouch (18) v I -1 0 0 

TeJeport (Hedgecraft) I Mouse heart pl... v I 4 0 0 

I Spherical stone. .. v I 15 0 0 
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
An obscure passage in one of the sourcebooks about the hedgefolk suggests that they were once allied with the followers of Morr, the Warhammer god of Death and Dream, whose symbols are the raven and the black rose. 
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Presentation Notes
Through fan-fic, I’ve worked out a backstory for George in which he has become a follower of Morr (the god of Death and Dreams in Warhammer). Moreover, I’ve aligned him with a particular and rare faction (the Dreamwalkers). Drawing on an obscure linkage between the Hedgefolk and the Dreamwalkers in the Warhammer lore, I’ve had George gradually discover that the various winds of magic in the Warhammer universe are also gateways into “the garden of Morr,” understood not just as a euphemism for a graveyard but as a capital “G” garden existing in an ethereal realm beyond the hedge. 
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Presentation Notes
This is an allusion to Henri Corbin’s understanding of the imaginal as it influenced Andrew Chumbley. Corbin argues that various Islamic mystics experienced paradiasical realms with great visual and geographical precision, suggesting that what Westerners would call “imaginary” was in fact “imaginal” (a liminal category between imaginary and real). George’s visits to the Garden of Morr in dreams that not unreal but rather more-than-real parallel my own gradual understanding of Chumbley’s sabbatic mythos. “Eight are the gateways to the garden of Morr” parallels similar phrasings in Chumbley’s The Azoetia: A Grimoire of Sabbatic Craft.  George’s magic in my version of it fuses an operative concern with herbalism to a visionary shamanic tradition of astral projection and a theurgic dedication to Morr, in ways that deliberately parallel my own gradually evolving understanding of Sabbatic Craft through reading the Azoetia. 
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Presentation Notes
Old Gods of Appalachia, while recently Kickstarted not yet fully released, has been advertised as a game about encounters with the primal and numinous powers on the other side of nature “the Green, the Dark, and things even more ancient, in which player characters protect what’s and try to know the unknowable.” 
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Presentation Notes
In an excerpt from Old Gods of Appalachia, a passage of prose representing the player’s experience is framed as a mind-shattering encounter with the divine feminine, which the player expects to be dark but is, in fact, overwhelming light.  “From all the tales you were told, all the books you’ve read, and all the ones who said ‘Don’t go,’ you expected darkness. And she is light.” 
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Presentation Notes
The game promises to give players an experience of a specifically female archetype (mother/beloved) in their darker forms, as suggested by “your mind says run and retreat and no.” At the same time, the game promises in all caps that “THIS IS WHAT YOU HAVE COME FOR,” implying that this mind-altering and reality-bending experience of archetypal dark feminine energies of the crone are the object of a deeply personal quest, fulfilling powerful human needs. In other words, Old Gods of Appalachia advertises itself as a vertigo game: a pastime whose primary purpose and appeal is the deep disorientation of an altered perception of reality: specifically the reality of the Crone or Dark Divine Feminine. 
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Presentation Notes
Through a described play session involving the role-playing staples of challenges, dice rolls, and results, the primer of Old Gods attempts to outlined how a vertigo-inducing experience of divinity could be outlined through rules and mechanics. 
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PLAYER CHARACTER CONCEPTS 
Here are a few examples of the kinds of characters you can build in the game shown 

with some of their unique abilities (called gifts), skills, stats, and backgrounds. 

Linda Kay Wheeler (she/ her) is 

a Creative Healer who Spins Yarns 

GIFTS 
Blessed Assurance 

Ballad of the Bones 

Folk Magic 

Hannonize 

Murder Ballad 

EQUIPMENT 
Pawpaw' guitar 

Singing bowl 
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This emphasis on the power of the Crones as the dark, divine feminine and the nuturing wisdom of cunning women pervades the game as revealed so far in its core rulebook, manifesting in character concepts (such as “a creative healer who spins yarns”) and artifacts known as cyphers (such as “Granny’s notebook,” a small book filled with handwritten medicinal remedies). Here, the power of the feminine (in its instantiations as maiden, matron, and crone) manifests in folk medicine and the creative capacity to spin.



RESTRICTED 

Old Gods gives us Haints as well as Crones 

• The dead as messengers 
• In so doing, the game places itself firmly in the aspect of folk 

magic and traditional witchcraft with its emphasis on spirit 
contact. 
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FEARS NO IHXINTS 
You're no stranger to death, but death 
isn't where your focus or st rengths truly 
lie. Ins tead, you look to those who've long 
crossed that threshold-the spirits, the 
haints, the ghosts, and those w ho have no 
name or form-for they hold great sec re ts 
and great power. You've fo und that t reating 
them with respec t goes a long way, and when 
that doesn't work, well, there's no harm in 
a tiny sprinkle of deception or intimidation 
added to the mix. 

Connection: Choose one of the followi ng. 
1. Pick one other PC. Yo u saved them from 

a spirit attack, and they owe you their life. 
2. Pick one other PC. You have known that 

character for a w hi le, and they helped you 
gain control of your focus-related abili t ies. 

3. Pick one other PC. You accidentally 
learned somethi ng they were t ryi ng to keep 
a secret. 

4. Pick one other PC. This character has a 
hab it that annoys you, but you're otherwise 
quite impressed with their abi li t ies. 

GM Intrusions: Some people don't t rust 
those w ho deal wi th spirits. T he dead 
sometimes don't want to get involved. 

Tier 1: Question the Spirits (2 Intellect 
points). You call a spirit to you and peti t ion 
it to answer a few questions (usually no more 
than three before the spirit fades). 

First, you must summon a spir it. If it 's a 
spiri t of the dead , you must have personally 
known the creature, have an object that was 
owned by the creature, or touch the physical 
remains of the creature. For other spirits, 
you must know the spirit's full name or have 
a great deal of an element (such as fire or 
earth) that the s iri t is associated wi th. 

The GM determines what the spiri t might 
know, based on the knowledge it possessed 
in life. Action to ini t iate. 

Tier 2: Spirit Accomplice. A level 3 
spirit accompanies you and follows your 
instructions. The spirit must remai n within 
immediate range-if it moves farther away, 
it fades at the end of your following turn 
and can't re tu rn for a day. You and the GM 
must work out the details of your spirit 
accomplice, and you'll probably make ro ll s 
for it when it takes actions. The spirit 
accomplice ac ts on your tu rn, can move 
a short distance each round, and exis ts 
partially out of phase (allowing it to move 
through walls, though it makes a poor 
porter). T he spirit takes up residence in an 
object you des ignate, and it manifests as 
either an invisible presence or a ghostly 
shade. Your spiri t accomplice is specialized 
in one knowledge skill the GM determines. 

The spi rit is normally insubstant ial, but 
if you use an action and spend 3 Intellect 
points, it accretes enough substance to affect 
the world around it . As a level 3 creature 
with substance, it has a target number of 9 
and 9 health. It doesn't attack creatu res, but 
while substantial, it can use its ac t ion to 

serve as an asset for any one attack you make 
on your turn. 

Whi le corporeal, the spirit can't move 
through objects or fly. A spirit remains 
corporeal fo r up to ten minutes at a time, 
but fades back to being insubs tantial if not 
act ively engaged. If your spirit accomplice is 
des t royed, it reforms in 1d6 days, or you can 
att ract a new spirit in 2d6 days. Enabler. 
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Its concept of Sage Magic is also exhibits dual faith observance, use of Biblical verses as charms, and a freeform approach unfettered by elaborate ritual. 



Healer (podcast examples: Granny 
U oder-wood) 

• A Mystical Sage who Cures What Ails Ya 

Appalachian Curiosities, Laura Wright 
Backwoods Witchcraft: Conjure & Folk Magic from Appalachia, 

Jake Richards and Starr Casas 
Black Coal Miners in American, 1780- 1980, Ronald Lewis 
"Black Folk Medicine in Southern Appalachia," Steve 

Crowder, ht tps ://dc.e tsu.edu/etd/149 (Elect ron ic Theses 
and Dissertations) 

Doctoring the Devil: Notebooks of an Appalachian Conjure 
Man, Jake Richards 

Folkloric American Witchcraft and the Mu.lticultural Experience: 
A Crucible at the Crossroads, Via Hedera 

Growing Up Creeker: Class and Gender in Rural Appalachia, 
Linda DeRosier 

Haunted Hills: Ghosts and Legends of Highlands and Cashiers, 
North Carolina, Stephanie Burt Williams 

Ozark Folk Magic: Plants, Prayers & Healing, Brandon Weston 
Ozark Magic and Folklore, Vance Randolph 
Roots, Branches & Spirits: The Folkways & Witchery of 

Appalachia, H. Byron Ballard 
The Walker Sisters: Spirited Women of the Smokies, Bonnie 

Trentham Myers 
What You Are Getting Wrong about Appalachia., El izabeth 

Catte 
Wild Witchcraft: Folk Herbalism, Garden. Magic, and Foraging 

for Spells, Rituals, an.d Remedies, Rebecca Beyer 
Women of the Smokies, Courtney Lix 

Magic User (podcast examples: any of the 
Walker Sisters) 

• A Mystical Sage who Possesses the Gift 
• An Uncanny Sage who Serves the Green 
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This is a ludic adaptation of characters from the podcast, but also heavily influenced by a variety of non-fiction sources. 



Weaving & Whirling: 
The Ludic Work of the Cunning Men,

Crones, & Spirits 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
I posit that folk magic and witchcraft manifest in tabletop games through two symbolically resonant activities that are the work of the Crones: weaving and whirling (the latter of which could be referred to, punningly, as “spinning”—although the movement of the human body is the primary intended meaning here). These two activities are at the heart of all three ludic case studies in this piece, as well as the ways that folk witchcraft can manifest most effectively as interactive practice within the framework of games. 
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https://dirtyvortex.net/ 
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The tabletop RPG Solemn Vale bills itself as a “A folk horror roleplaying game set within Solemn Vale, an isolated town in Southwest England” and hence draws heavily upon the folk magical traditions of the west country of the UK, including Cornwall and Devon. Mark Kelly https://dirtyvortex.net/solemn-vale/

https://dirtyvortex.net


9/9/20, 8:31 AM 

Hey, cou ld I borrow 
your occult expert ise 
for a moment? 

Mia rvelous1 thanks! II' m 
!looking for a word that 
basically means "magic 
iitem" but that doesn't 
have the colonialist 
connotations of "tulpa" 
or '"fetiish'". II thought 
about "anmlet" but 
that comes across as a 
llittle too high-fantasy 
for my tastes. 
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This exchange, between me and one of the designers of what would become the folk horror tabletop RPG Solemn Vale, exemplifies both the problem that folk magic can help to solve and the ways that it can solve them. The designer in question (a famous and acclaimed designer of the tabletop RPG Vampire: The Masquerade who is currently working on multiple major franchises) asks for a word meaning “magic item” without the “colonialist connotations of ‘tulpa’ or ‘fetish.’” Drawing upon my own research into Cornish traditional witchcraft, I suggested to the word “charm.”
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The Wyrd Abacus 
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Weaving is a major activity of folk magic, which is in turn instantiated in the mechanics of the tabletop RPG Solemn Vale as The Wyrd Abacus. As an excerpt from the game’s rulebook explains:The Wyrd Abacus uses attribute pools, dice and a simple bidding mechanicto support the flow of the fiction as each story unfolds. As charactersbecome more embroiled in the blood, fear and witchcraft of SolemnVale, they risk being caught in the threads of the Wyrd itself – aforce of destiny and fate. When faced with threats and challenges, youcan draw upon the Wyrd to tilt the odds in your character’s favour, butbeware; the consequences of doing so will linger, risking outcomes bothfair and foul.”



Wyrd Abacus = Weaving Fate as Game 
Mechanic 
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
First, weaving. Weaving is the archetypal activity of the Fates as the Wyrd Sisters (Clotho who spins, Lachesis who measures, Atropos who cuts). The Wyrd Abacus conjoins the imagery of loom, machine, and the Fates to allow the force of the Crones in their embodiments as the Fates (the Wyrd Sisters) to manifest as active, tactile game mechanics that give rise to story.  The Wyrd abacus enables the mystic weavings of fate (which are mystic, ineffable, and beyond structure) within the context of a mechanical system (which is structured in order to enable practice within the framework of a game). . 
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
It’s worth noting that the Wyrd abacus functions as a set of pools for placing counters representing the accumulation of fate…
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She taps the faded label 011 the ja,: 
" We 'll have none of your townie bad 

manners here," she says firmly. 
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WORRYING UTTERANCES : 
The fi rst time a denizen utters an ominous 

country saying each scene, ro ll Wyrd. 
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Wyrd Abacus tracked by cards 
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
… as well as a framework for tracking cards in the tradition of tarot and cartomancy more generally. This particular card involves the player’s confrontation with an archetypal Crone, “The Old Witch.” The stakes are high in this encounter, reminding players of the menace of witchcraft as well as its power: “in addition to any other consequence, failing to overcome the Old Witch’s taint challenge always scratches out one character’s soul.” The operation of the Wyrd abacus also resembles a tarot reading and the cartomantic emphasis of folk magic more generally in that it is tracked by cards “You can manage challenges on the Wyrd Abacus by tracking themwith cards, like the blank templates in this book (which you can findon p. 54 ). Write the name or source of the challenge on the card, alongwith its challenges and their values and place the card down so thateveryone can see it.”
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
There is also a tension between fate and chance in the mechanics of Wyrd, controlled by the roll of special dice with an arcane symbol in the place of the 6. “Wyrd rolls are used to determine how the Wyrd influences the charactersand the story. Wyrd rolls determine which characters are targeted bydark powers or caught by narrative twists. They give the narrator guidanceinto how the denizens and environment of Solemn Vale react to thetale unfolding in its midst
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Caillois’ four types of games: 
• 1) Agon (Conflict) 
• 2) Alea (Chance) 
• 3) Mimesis (Imitation or 
Make-Believe) 

• 4) Ilinx (Vertigo) 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The folk magic based mechanics of these three case studies are what French sociologist Roger Caillois would refer to as examples of “ilinx,” or vertigo game. Caillois elaborates and sharpens his definition as follows “llinx. The last kind of game includes those which are based on the pursuit of vertigo and which consist of an attempt to momentarily destroy the stability of perception and inflict a kind of voluptuous panic upon an otherwise lucid mind. In all cases, it is a question of surrendering to a kind of spasm, seizure, or shock which destroys reality with sovereign brusqueness.” The notion of “surrendering to a spasm, seizure of shock which destroys reality” has distinct overtones of mysticism and shamanism—overtones that Caillois makes explicit when he refers to the Sufi tradition by way of “whirling dervishes” (23)
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Ilinx = vertigo game (literally whirlpool) 
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Caillois describes ilinx, or vertigo games, as follows: “one produces in oneself, by a rapid whirling or falling movement, a state of dizziness and disorder (ilinx)”.
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Even the act of rolling a die is a vertigo game in miniature, for the suspense of random chance associated with a wildly moving physical object temporarily unmoors the player from a sense of determinism. 
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The folk games contemporaneous with folk witchcraft, such as Blind Man’s Buff, often involve a preliminary act of spinning to disorient the player before sending them off, blindfolded, to search for hidden adversaries. 
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Caillois specifically mentions carnival rides as a form of Ilinx. Caillois describes ilinx in rapturous and ecstatic terms, writing that such games “are based on the pursuit of vertigo and which consist of an attempt to momentarily destroy the stability of perception and inflict a kind of voluptuous panic upon an otherwise lucid mind. In all cases, it is a question of surrendering to a kind of spasm, seizure, or shock which destroys reality with sovereign brusqueness.“ Moreover, Caillois specifically describes the ecstatic trances and seizures experienced by practitioners of shamanism as ilinx, and he includes Sufi dervishes in this category as well (23). He writes, “I need only cite as examples the actions of whirling dervishes and the Mexican voladores. I choose these purposely, for the former, in technique employed, can be related to certain children’s games, while the latter rather recall the elaborate maneuvers of high-wire acrobatics. They thus touch the two poles of games of vertigo. Dervishes seek ecstasy by whirling about with movements accelerating as the drumbeats become ever more precipitate. Panic and hypnosis are attained by the paroxysm of frenetic, contagious, and shared rotation.”
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Similarly, the work of Essex-based occultist Andrew D. Chumbley is an important link between games and folk witchcraft. Chumbley proposed a vision of Traditional Witchcraft (varyingly referred to as The Crooked Path and Sabbatic Craft). In Sabbatic Craft, the mythos of the Witch’s Sabbath is interpreted through the dual lenses of mysticism and the folk witchcraft and cunning man traditions of Essex. Chumbley’s late distillations of his tradition, exemplified in his mystical poem Qutub, weave together threads (Yatukhi Persian sorcery, Yezidi mythos of the peacock angel, and ecstatic mysticism of the Sufi). Chumbley sees all of these traditions as part of a single current: a channel of energy flowing from past to present and unified by the work of Lucifer as the Opposer, i.e. he who moves against the grain. In Chumbley’s witchcraft and folk magic more generally, such oppositional or sinister energies are emblematized by lefthand or counterclockwise rotation (widdershins in technical terminology) a opposed to rightward or clockwise movement of the sun.  Chumbley referred to Sabbatic craft as THE WIDDERSHINS DANCE OF THE SUFI.Of all the traditions inspired by folk magic, it is the work of Andrew D. Chumbley that is most gloriously and joyously game-like. Chumbley’s current, which he called Sabbatic Craft, fuses together a variety of cultures and traditions (Gnostic Cainite concepts, Sufi mysticism, Luciferian rebellion, the Left-Hand Path of tantra) into a system of inititiation that is fundamentally concerned with opposition: resisting the mainstream. This countercultural orientation is expressed in part through widdershins (counterclockwise) movement. 
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Sufi whirling = vertigo game 
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The equation of shamanic trance states with vertigo games finds a link to traditional witchcraft by way of the Sufi tradition a alluded to in the work of Andrew Chumbley and the concept of being “mazed” in the reconstructed traditional witchcraft of Gemma Gary. In the summary of his mystical poem Qutub, Chumbley speaks of “the widdershins dance of the Sufi,” alluding to an isomorphism between the leftward, “sinister” movement of witches and the ecstatic counterclockwise whirling of Sufi mystics, who move in this way in order to induce divine ecstasy by way of deliberate disorientation. 



Left Hand Path 
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Chumbley’s Sabbatic Craft leans somewhat toward the Left Hand Path, a term that originates in tantric Hinduism. "The bathing with ashes, nakedness, and 'left-handedness' that goes against the grain . . . lord, we wish to know that.“ Bhramanda Purana
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Unicursal labyrinth = vertigo game 

RESTRICTED 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The counterclockwise movement and its accompanying estastic vertigo has its counterpart in the system of traditional Cornish witch Gemma Gary, who described this state of vertigo as being “mazed,” with connotations of the Cornish dialect word “mazey” (dizzy, disoriented) as well as the word for a labyrinthine structure. Specifically, she associates the shape of a unicursal labyrinth, such as the ones carved into Rocky Valley near St. Nectan’s Glen in Cornwall, with a tool of traditional witchcraft that she calls a “mazey stone.” She describes two practices for entering the state of being mazed, one of which involves slowly tracing one’s finger through the shape of a labyrinth carved into the stone and the other of which involves whirling around in the same widdershins direction involved in Chumbley’s rites. 
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
In the glossary to Traditional Witchcraft, Gary defines the word “mazed” as “to be in an intoxicated, en-tranced, or maddened state.”  She explains of the Mazy stone “A traditional Cornish witches’ tool useful for inducing trances and the state of Becoming is the Troy Stone; also known as a ‘Mazey Stone’ from the Cornish ‘mazed’ meaning to be of a maddened, en-tranced, or intoxicated state.” This is traditionally a slab of slate carved with a uni-cursal labyrinth. One method is to sit with the stone on the lap, or on a table of comfortable height in a room dimly lit by a single candle, and to follow the labyrinth’s path repeatedly in and out with the left index finger whilst rocking or swaying gently and humming rhythmically.” Gary further elaborates on widdershins or sinistral movement as a means toward being “mazed,” suggesting that the tracing movement of the finger in the Troy stone serves the same purpose on a microcosmic level as counterclockwise walking or whirling does on the macrocosmic level. She explains, “instead of being still, one might walk a slow sinistral or anti-clockwise circle, for all repetitive movements and tasks are helpful, turning the consciousness away from the everyday, rational world to a place between worlds. This method may also have the benefit, if it is done well, of stirring and gathering sprowl, which can be drawn upon when the desired state of mind is achieved.”



Traditional Witchcraft = 
vertigo games for spirit contact 
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
While the aims of traditional witchcraft are often practical and results-based, its ultimate aims are visionary and transcendent: seeing into other worlds and crossing over into them. This emphasis on spirit contact runs through the work of Gemma Gary and Andrew Chumbley alike and is the rationale and purpose of their systems. The systematic disorientation of their vertigo games (Gary’s  “mazed” trances and Chumbley’s widdershins movement) serves the purpose of moving into liminal spaces between material and immaterial, physical and spiritual, fatalistic and indeterminate, where forces and entities not of this world dwell. 
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Party vertigo games for contacting the 
Other Side 
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Vertigo games to facilitate spirit contact also appear in modern-day folklore as catalogued by occult party games catalogued by Lucia Peters. All of them involve spirit contact, all of them are vertigo games. Some of them (The Corner Game and Musical Chairs Alone) explicitly require rotation as one of their ritual steps. Both games are listed in the chapter dedicated to “Contacting the Other Side.”  Step 4 of the Corner Game instructs players “When all have been properly positioned, the Speaker should count to three, after which all players must move clockwise to the next corner of the room. Players should not turn around or face the center of the room; keep facing the wall as you move” (153). Similarly,   In both cases, movement in the dark would serve cognitively to disorient the players. In metaphysical terms, this disorientation is meant to allow the intrusion of spirit presences from another realm to this one. Peters classifies these games and the others in the book as “urban legends and ritual games” but notes their lineage in the “desire to find out what may or may not exist beyond the veil and to discover whether or not it’s possible to bridge the gap between our world and the other world, or worlds, some believe might exist” (9). Peters sees the origins of such games in The Ancient Egyptian Book of the Dead and argues that “over time—notably during the heyday of the Spiritualist movement—people began to think of these rituals not just as magic or as religion but as parlor games” (9). There is an isomorphism (i.e. a similarity in structure) that exists between games and ritual practice that allows influence to run in both directions, with folk magic influencing tabletop games in a fictional context and games becoming a means to visionary transcendence.  
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Throughout my book Game Magic, I advocate for a countercultural implementation of magic in games that emphasizes visionary experience and cosmic exploration, and this is the vision that I have attempted to put into practice in my game Arcana (a.k.a. The Arcana Ritual Theater). However, my theory and practice of game magic have up to this point emphasized linguistically based systems (such as those about combining runes, as in games like Dungeon Master, Arx Fatalis, or Eternal Darkness) as the medium for visionary experience. In this respect, Arcana is a ceremonial magick simulator (one of its early subtitles). What I would now like to make would be a folk magic or traditional witchcraft simulator, and the tabletop games described as case studies point the way toward how such systems might be designed and implemented in the context of a videogame. 
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
For 10 years, I worked on a videogame about ceremonial magick called Arcana. It’s still important to me. However, it was very much built around elaborate systems of multimodal input and feedback. However, my own evolving magical study is increasingly aligned with folk magic and folk traditions. My game design practice is also headed in these directions: toward simple charms, rites of elegant, stripped-down resonance. Tregeagle’s Kerdroya was moving in this direction (but still too complex). A proposed game, Sprowl, is also aligned with this path, though I still need to refine its core mechanic. Arcana is a ceremonial magick simulator in which players perform rituals in a magical theatre in order to astrally project, summon extraplanar entities, and unlock the mysteries of the multiverse. 
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The Occult 
Power of 
Play 
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
As Huizinga and Caillois acknowledged in their foundational game studies and the traditions of folk cartomancy, tabletop gaming demonstrate, play has occult power. This power flows from the classic etymological meaning of “occult,” which means “hidden.” Folk magic and traditional witchcraft are currents of occult power relatively untapped in contemporary game development, in part because these traditions suggest a radically countercultural, “widdershins” route of cultural expression that runs counter to the mainstream, deosil route of videogame design. As AAA game development aspires toward sharper and sharper graphical fidelity bordering on photorealism, less and less is left hidden. 
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RESTRICTED Howard s Law of Occult Game 
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
At 2012 Game Developer’s Conference, I offered an alternative strategy toward the evocation of mysteries in a talk entitled “Occult Game Design: An Initiation into Secrets and Mysteries.” In this talk, I formulated “Howard’s Law of Occult Game Design,” which was later published in the compilation 100 Principles of Game Design. “Howard’s Law of Occult Game Design (or just The Law of Occult Game Design or Howard’s Law) can be expressed as a formula: “Secret Significance ∝ Seeming Innocence × Completeness.” Translated into everyday speech, this equation means that the power of secret significance appears simple, cheerful, even carefree. Completeness means that players can experience the game naively as a conventional platformer, shooter, or other standard game genre without being aware of any thematic depth. Sudden knowledge of the game’s depths transforms players’ experiences. The Law of Occult Game Design is often connected to a sense of the esoteric, of occult significance in both the connotation of dark magic and the original definition of occult: hidden.”
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Jan Tregeagle’s Kerdroya 
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RESTRICTED Traditional Witchcraft Aspires toward Gnosis, 
of which the wisdom of the goddess 

generally and the Crones specifically are a 
manifestation 
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
As Michael Howard explains in his book Children of Cain: A Study of Traditional Witches, Traditional Witchcraft is an offshoot of folk magic, consisting of various groups and sects that purport to be descendants and/or reconstructions of folk magic traditions. Traditional Witchcraft groups include the Society of the Horseman’s Word and the Clan of Tubal Cain and (importantly for our inquiry) the Cultus Sabbati. Traditional Witchcraft often begins with the practical aims of folk magic but extends them to profound metaphysical purposes. For example, Howard explains that the Clan of Tubal Cain and the Cultus Sabbati both draw heavily on the mythos and imagery of Gnosticism, in particular the notion (derived from the Gospel of Judas) that the Biblical Cain was a figure of wisdom who defied the tyranny of the false god or Demiurge (155, 82). Howard explains that to Robert Cochrane “what did matter was the total Truth, the Godhead, and the acceptance of the Will of the Gods, of spiritual Truth as opposed to the illusion of the material world. Again this is a typically Gnostic world-view that is also common to other Old Craft traditions” (82). 
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Presentation Notes
It’s worth noting that the Cainite imagery and the imagery of the Sabbat both find their way into popular culture by way of the tabletop role-playing game Vampire: The Masquerade, which leans heavily into the notion that Cain is the first vampire as well as using the word Sabbat to refer to a particular savage group of vampires. 



HOMO lUDENS 
A study of the Play-Element in Culture 
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
It’s also worth noting, for context, that the founder of modern game studies, Johan Huizinga, posits a similarity between heretics, mystics, and the way that play creates its own internal universe of symbols and behaviours. Huizinga writes, “The outlaw, the revolutionary, the cabbalist or member of a secret society, indeed heretics of all kinds are of a highly associative if not sociable disposition, and a certain element of play is prominent in all their doings” (12). This playful tendency to subvert the existing symbol systems of a particular worldview, then re-order the subversion as a new set of practices, is also characteristic of witchcraft. Through weaving and widdershins dance, the Crones can teach us to reclaim the current of folk magic and traditional witchcraft, re-infusing simulations of game magic with primal energy and wielding the power of play to connect us with the spirit world. 



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Folk magic and traditional witchcraft give us another paradigm of game magic, a source of “seeming simplicity” that places emphasis on elegant charms over hermetic ritual, spirit contact over initiatory grades, and visionary states over combat artillery. At the same time, folk magic offers an alternative to the generic, bland, and ahistorical fabricated religion of Wicca, with its materialistic nature worship and its idealization of “skyclad” young women who fueled the fetishes of founder Gerald Gardner. Rather, folk magic and traditional witchcraft allow game design to perform the work of the Crone, which whirls and weaves through charms whose immediate practical function as tactile, operative charms hints at a broader reality of spirit contact. By tapping into this current of magic, we can create vertigo games that use structurally simple but powerfully disorienting methods to produce vertigo games that can break players out of their mundane perceptions and transport them to another realm. 



Upon the Night of the Full Moon che bones muse be 
caken co a scream of clear flowing water. Where che 
Moon's face is reflected into the water, there the 
bones muse be case down to spin and whirl in the 
current. If the rite has been performed correctly and 
wich strong intent, it is said chat a single bone • the 
T alisman of che Toadman • will move upsueam, 
screeching aloud as it moves against the current. This 
is the bone chat muse be sei:sed and claimed as che 
Token of Entrance co the Mystery. But lo, as the 

Seeking a power 
that runs from a 
current (and 
against it) 

• One: Grimoire of the 
Golden Toad (Andrew 
Chumbley 12) 
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Andrew D. Chumbley’s distinction between sabbatic craft as an initiatory tradition and the sabbatic current as something that can be received by anyone. Chumbley also believed that it was possible to read any simple, operative folk charm as a means of spiritual transformation, encoded allegorically and implying a larger sub-stratum. To return to the image of folk magic and traditional witchcraft as a current, the power is grasped in the Waters of the Moon/Toad Rite by grasping a bone that runs, suddenly and uncannily, against the mainstream. Chumbley’s lesson is that it is possible to read both with and against the current, finding hidden depths in simple charms. So, too, it is possible to find in seemingly superficial entertainment media the capacity for spiritual exploration and transformation. 
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